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Finding Focus Jiffy Kate 2015-11-20 Sheridan "Dani" Reed is a recently unemployed photojournalist living in New York City. Her boyfriend
is vacationing without her, and her best friend has abandoned her for a job in the south. Is a quarter-life crisis a thing? After accepting a
freelance job in Louisiana for Southern Style magazine, she feels the bleakness of her life back in New York fading in the rearview mirror.
Getting back to her southern roots seems to be just what she needs to lift her spirits and spark her creativity. During her stay, she meets
playboy Micah Landry and his colorful family. She knows she should avoid him and keep things professional, but his southern charms are
hard to resist. Through the lens of her camera, she finds the beauty and soul of the Landry Plantation, but it's her beauty and soul that
capture Micah's attention. When an unexpected phone call takes her back to New York, she's forced to face the life she was trying to escape
head on. Will her trip and the Landrys only become fond memories, or will Dani find her way back to them and her beloved south? In their
debut novel, Jiffy Kate bring you a story of love, adventure, and finding a place to call home.
Dragon's Desire Cecilia Lane 2017-07-19 Whoever said happy endings were easy was a fool or a liar. Cursed nearly a century ago by a
demon he was hunting, Quinn Byrnes has waited impatiently to feel the sense of his mate in his head. After watching his brother settle down
with a mate, a spark of hope ignites in Quinn when he finally feels the connection to his own woman. Following the instincts of his inner
dragon, Quinn lands in London only to discover the woman destined to break his curse is working for his enemies. Lily Delaney would do
anything to guarantee her sister's safety-including working as a bounty hunter for a powerful demon. When her latest hunt ends in failure,
Lily finds herself face to face with a shifter who dumps equal amounts of desire and anger in her veins. Quinn is tall, tattooed, and his
dazzling green eyes challenge her to take him as a mate even as he sets her life on fire. Quinn's presence unleashes unwanted demonic
attention in the form of an ancient enemy that's now turned his sights on Lily. But with her target in the wind and her sister on the chopping
block as punishment, time is running out for Lily to launch a daring rescue. As their foes circle, Quinn and Lily orbit around a truth neither
wants to admit: happy endings come with a price.
Love Me Gently Lisa Wiehebrink 2012-12-01 What happens when Cooper, a newly adopted puppy, takes up residence in Henry's home? The
little pooch sure is adorable, but who knew he had so much to learn! Love Me Gently is a kid's guide to man's best friend. It captures the
everyday challenges of raising a pup through a child's eye. But who is teaching who? Henry may be coaching Cooper, but he is also
discovering valuable lessons about responsibility, unconditional love, patience, and kindness along the way!
Red Team John O'Brien 2017-09-16 Those monsters that kept you up at night as a child, the ones that made you pull the covers up to your
chin while you stared into the dark corners and saw shadows move. Or pulled the blankets over your head and imagined creatures inching
across your bedroom. Well, they're real. The Organization, as it's called, is tasked with keeping the nightmares of myth and legend from
invading the public eye. The group must be kept a secret along with the fact that the creatures exist. As civilization expands its boundaries,
that undertaking becomes more difficult. A very few are selected to stand on the lines between humankind and the horrors lurking in the
dark recesses of the world. Follow Jack Walker and Red Team as they're pulled into the shadows to combat creatures that once kept them
awake at night.
Two Fathers One War Marcia L. Pollock Wysocky 2013-10 I have never been one for history. It was the past. But history was dropped in my
lap the day two dusty, dirty boxes were discovered in the old farmhouse where my mother was born. As I opened the lids, I was immediately
thrown back in time. I was now in the 1940's and caught in the realms of WWII. From the air over the Pacific to the cold harsh winter of the
Ardennes in Europe, this is a daughter's story as told to her by her fathers.
Overcoming Me Jewel Adams 2015-01-01 God loves us and has a plan for us. Every human being is a part in that plan. There is opposition in
all things, and overcoming trials is one of the most important lessons we can learn. It took me a long time to figure this out and I am grateful
for what I have learned. But those lessons did not come without a price. In this little book, I will humbly share some of what I have learned.
Get What You Want Kamran Akbarzadeh 2016-09-18 If you want to go up the ladder of success, if you want to get what you want, if you
want to fulfill that "burning desire" that keeps your mind busy all the time and you do not do something about it, if you want to do "that
thing" that you wanted to do some day but you never got a chance to do so, you must take your hands out of your pockets, roll up your
sleeves, and take action now. You cannot sit still and expect the elevator of success to come down and take you to the peak. It has not
happened to anyone. It will not happen to you either, guaranteed! Over the past several years I have helped many people like you to take
their hands out of their pockets and climb their ladder of success. I have spent quality time with them, listened to them, felt their pain,
assisted them in taking the right path, and made sure they came out of the process successful and fulfilled. I want to help you too. If you are
committed to YOUR success and want to get what you truly want, this book is an excellent start. Are you ready for the journey?
This Thing Between Us Holly C. Webb 2017-08 Parker O'Neill is a man with the world at his feet. Son of the CEO of O'Neill's International,
he is ready to take over as head of the company, once his father retires in six months' time.However, Parker has earned himself the ultimate
playboy reputation, and not everyone thinks he is ready to take control of the company that he was groomed for all his life.Given an
ultimatum that he has to settle down if he wants to take over from his father; Parker decided the only way to solve his problem, is to pay
someone to play the part of his dutiful wife.Alice Whitman is a hard working girl, with a kind heart. Raised by her grandmother after losing
her parents, she knows what its like to lose everything.Sophia, Alice's grandmother, is getting older and growing weaker by the day. Alice is
the only one Sophia has, so it falls to her to do whatever it takes to help her beloved Gram.When Parker makes Alice an offer he thinks she
can't refuse, he is stunned to find that money doesn't always mean you get your own way. However, Alice soon realises Parker might be the
one person that can help her when she needs it most.Can they make their arrangement work without anyone finding out the truth, or will
this thing between them turn into something neither of them expected it to be?
A Tangle of Hearts Bella Forrest 2017-05-16 Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite... Continue the journey in A Tangle of Hearts. Order
now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
The Seeds of New Earth (the Silent Earth, Book 2) Mark R. Healy 2014-12-17 The Earth is in ruins. Cities and nations destroyed. Mankind is
extinct. Brant and Arsha are synthetics, machines made in the image of people. They dream of bringing humans back into the world and
have the technology to succeed, but the obstacles in their way are mounting. Not only are their own conflicting ideals creating a rift between
them, but now the sinister Marauders are closing in as they seek revenge on Brant. Out in the wasteland, strange lights and mysterious
objects in the sky herald the arrival of new factions that seek to control the region. Even in the once quiet streets of their own city,
malevolent forces are beginning to unfurl that threaten the sanctity of everything they hold dear, jeopardising the future that is within their
grasp. The Silent Earth Series Book 1 - After the Winter: amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM
Winterhawk’s Land Michael Dante Michael Dante played the title role in Winterhawk (1975), a Western about a legendary Blackfoot
Chief’s character and his principles. In this novella sequel, he pens an ageless saga about ruthless railroad executives trying to assassinate
him in order to build their railroad directly through his territory, taking the Blackfoot land without provocation. Winterhawk and his tribe
remain strong as long as they can, to protect the land of their people, the land they call home, before the invasion of progress imposes itself
on America. This inspiring story of a brave man, who stands up to and fight against those who have their own agenda for his land, evokes the
nostalgic atmosphere of Western series that Dante frequently appeared in during American television’s Golden Era, such as Death Valley
Days, The Big Valley, Daniel Boone, Custer, The Texan, Bonanza, Maverick, and Cheyenne.
Until Someone Gets Hurt Sherrie Lueder 2013-04-25 "The breathtaking scope, complexity and theatrics of this scam and these con men
rivals any Hollywood movie."--Kamala Harris, Attorney General for the State of CaliforniaJoin International Best Selling Author, Sherrie
Lueder and her literary team, Dawn Taarud-Martinez and Kim Hansen, along with Tyson Wrensch--a former friend, now victim, of the con
men as they untangle the threads of this decade long crime spree filled with twists, turns and jaw-dropping revelations. With a cast of
characters drawn from San Francisco's Castro District, follow the "Dark Prince" and "the Boiz" as they take you from one con to the next-until a single brazen act leads to murder. However, the story doesn't end there. Prepare to experience the dramatic courtroom trials that no
one predicted and the shocking ending that no one expected--not even the judge."Until Someone Gets Hurt" contains exclusive insight into
the methods and actions of the murderers--as told by a "former driver" Dennis Domine.As seen on truTV.com's Crime Library "Notorious
Murderers-Timeless Classics" - "Kaushal Niroula and the Gay Grifters" and Investigation Discovery's New Series "Forbidden" (Series 1
Episode 9) "Prince of Darkness", a documentary about Kaushal Niroula (Includes appearances and interviews with authors Sherrie Lueder
and Tyson Wrensch.) ~~~~~~ Characters: Kaushal Niroula, a/k/a the "Dark Prince", Daniel Garcia, David Replogle, Miguel Bustamante,
Craig McCarthy, Russell Manning, Clifford Lambert, Tyson Wrensch, Dennis Domine, Thomas White UPDATE: Thomas White died in a
Mexican hospital Tuesday, September 10, 2013 of pneumonia.
Health (4th Edition) Linda Westwood 2019-07-12 Get Your Hands On 139 Health Tips Scientifically PROVEN to WORK (41 Of Them Are
GUARANTEED to Surprise You!) From the best selling author, Linda Westwood, comes Health (4th Edition): 139 POWERFUL &
Scientifically PROVEN Health Tips to Boost Your Health, Shed Pounds & Live Longer! This book will help you start changing your life and
your health forever! If you are trying to lose weight, but can't see any results... If you're constantly feeling tired, lazy, or lethargic
throughout the day... Or do you want to feel and look more healthy than you have in years... THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU! This book provides
you with a HUGE 139 health tips that have been specially collected to powerfully work on your body in days, NOT weeks or months! (41 of
them are also scientifically proven and guaranteed to surprise you!) It comes with tons of information, explanations of why the tips are
recommended, and all the actionable steps that you need to implement the tips IMMEDIATELY into your life! If you successfully implement
JUST A FEW of these health tips, you will... - Start losing weight without working out as hard - Begin burning all that stubborn fat, especially
belly fat, thigh fat and butt fat - Say goodbye to inches off your waist and other hard-to-lose areas - Learn how you can live a healthier
lifestyle without trying - Transform your body and mind in less than 3 weeks - Get excited about eating healthy and working out - EVERY
TIME!
When Time Stood Still K. S. Adkins 2015-08-06 Our lives are spent watching the clock. We go to sleep by it. Wake up to it. Rely on it. Race
it.It's easy to forget that we're only given so much.We ignore it because we're convinced we'll always have more.I am proof that we aren't
promised anything.The clock owes us nothing.I know this because not only was Time my name, I wasn't given enough of it.Sure I had
challenges but I vowed to make the most of it, of my young life.My limitations wouldn't hold me back.Time was on my side.Then I was told
otherwise.Now the clock was working against me.I would face this disease alone.Then he walked in and changed everything.He gave me a
reason to fight.He helped me prepare.Like others before me, when time slowed I wasn't ready.I begged for more.But the clock, it stopped for
no one.On the day my world went black, I refused to take him with me.Only he didn't listen.I was a doctor.A bringer of bad news.I read the
chart.She was fucked.My hands, they were tied.I was a doctor who could not heal what was beyond that door.I had no hope to offer her.But I
wanted this over with.The sooner the better.I walked in, looked up and saw color.Not one.All of them.They surrounded her.She was a
patient.You did not cross that line.I would not cross that line.I should have kept my eyes closed.Life was easier when you didn't see.But they
were open now.They saw her.They saw everything.Suddenly invisible lines ceased to matter.For me, Time mattered.How far would you go to
make sure the one you loved had enough of it?Would you challenge the clock?Help them prepare?Could you watch them suffer?Could you
accept a life without them in it?Or, would you follow them into the darkness?I did. This is our story.
Blood Born Linda Howard 2010-04-27 When the human and the vampire worlds collide, there will be hell to pay. Luca Ambrus is a rare
breed: vampire from birth, begotten by vampire parents, blood born. He is also an agent of the Council—the centuries-old cabal that governs
vampirekind, preserving their secrecy and destroying those who betray them. When a cryptic summons leads him to the scene of the brutal
killing of a powerful Council member, Luca begins the hunt for an assassin among his own people. But instead of a lone killer he discovers a
sinister conspiracy of rogue vampires bent on subjugating the mortal world. All that stands in their way are the conduits, humans able to
channel spirit warriors into the physical world to protect mankind. Chloe Fallon is a conduit—and a target of the vampire assassin who’s
killing them. When Luca saves her life, an irresistible bond of trust—along with more passionate feelings—is forged between them. As more
victims fall, Chloe and Luca have only each other to depend on to save the world from the reign of monsters—and salvage their own future
together.
Rise Above Now Shawn Johnson 2016-03-16 Have you ever questioned life and wonder why you? Can you hear yourself saying, "Is there
more to life than this?" I can identify this with you. Did you know? Our brain process approximately 70,000 thoughts on an average day.
Often many wonder why so many give up and quit in life. In this book I will show you how to rise above mediocrity. No more settling for less
than God's best and only fantasizing about your heart desires - Its time you Rise Above, Now.
Self Made Bitch Jauwel 2014-02-15 Tell em to hold on, a real bitch is coming.' Kahyla James was an ordinary girl with dreams of one day
making it big. And she was well on her way, especially with a street gangsta like Anthony 'Boston' Dixon training her to be a self made bitch.
But when she was betrayed by the people that she loved the most it forced her to take actions into her own hands and show the city just how
ruthless she could be. Ride with Kahyla as she navigates the streets showing the gangsta's that the penalty for betrayal is still death.
How to Stop and Reduce Hair Loss Adam Colton 2017-10-20 Here's how to Stop and reduce Hair Loss, featuring 322 extremely effective tips
for Hair Loss relief. If you are suffering from Hair Loss and want to get instant solution than you need to read this book right now as it may
be the most important thing you'll read in a long time. Here's just a fraction of what you're going to discover in this book that you simply will
not learn anywhere else: * How to best deal with Hair Loss - ignoring it won't make it go away - strategies for handling Hair Loss like a pro. *
Amazingly simple, yet ultra-powerful things you can do right now to get immediate solution. * The surprising "little-known tricks" that will
help you combat Hair Loss - and win! * The most effective ways to treat Hair Loss so you get instant relief. * Proven Hair Loss natural
treatments - be ready to be surprised when you discover how easy and effective this is. * The simple unvarnished truth about what works
and what doesn't work when dealing with Hair Loss, this is really crucial! * Discover how to solve Hair Loss - without spending a fortune on
expensive drugs and treatments. * Scientifically tested tips on managing Hair Loss while avoiding the common mistakes that can cost you
dearly. * Sure-fire tips to beat Hair Loss naturally on a budget. * Extremely effective ways to prevent Hair Loss. * Hair Loss myths you need
to avoid at all costs. * The vital keys to successfully beating Hair Loss, these elements will make a huge difference in getting Hair Loss relief.
* Little known home remedies for Hair Loss that the drug companies don't want you to know. * How to dramatically block the effects of Hair
Loss. * How to make sure you come up with the most effective solution to your Hair Loss problem. * Surprising weird signs you have Hair
Loss. * A simple, practical strategy to dramatically reduce Hair Loss, but amazingly enough, almost no one understands or uses it. * The top
mistakes in treating Hair Loss at home - and how to avoid them (ignore it at your own peril!) * What nobody ever told you about Hair Loss
treatment. Insider secrets of avoiding the most bothersome symptoms. * Find out the easiest, simplest ways to deal with Hair Loss
successfully, be ready for a big surprise here. * All these and much much more.
Blind Passenger Melissa Tate 2015-10-09 We've all been there. EVERYONE knows someone who has had their share of binge drinking, mood
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swings, or addiction that has stretched a relationship to its limits. Dr. Melissa Tate is a popular psychology consultant and licensed
professional counselor who takes you on a personal journey of self-disclosure and transparency. Often described as an easy going, jugglingit-all, classy and professional single mom, you would be remiss to assume she has always had it all. Vicariously stuck on the emotional roller
coaster of her loved ones' mental instability and self-medicating, addictive behaviors, she has had to literally and figuratively pick herself up
from some raw and shocking situations. Through two failed marriages and a shattered sibling bond, she gives you a front row seat to her
internal struggle as a blind passenger. A memoir-esque snapshot of these three relationships is used as a platform for broader, often underdiscussed, therapeutic conversations about domestic violence and addiction in the family system. And she gets it. She knows how you feel
and where you've been-not merely because she has read about it or counseled people through it-because she has lived it. In being
transparent about her intimate experiences with broken relationships, Dr. Tate is able to provide a personal and professional insight for
regaining your peace of mind amidst a wild ride.
Silent Enemies William Newman 2013-01-21 Cordosa, a small village in Brazil's most southern state of Rio Grande do Sul, is experiencing
traumatic illness and loss of life from unknown causes. The population of landless farmers is slowly deteriorating. Jake Parker, ex U.S. Army
Intelligence Officer, is assigned as a photojournalist to investigate the possible causes. What he soon discovers is that he will be watched,
manipulated and harassed by high ranking United States government officials who will stop at nothing to gain revenge within their own
ranks. With lives hanging in the balance, Jake finds himself in the middle of an undetected world of spiritual warfare and a congressional
war filled with greed and corruption. As a beautiful young Deaf woman stumbles into the scandal, the hunt begins, and Jake Parker must
figure out how to save her life as well as his own.
Late Bloomer Carol Tyler 2005-01-01 Carol Tyler has been a professional (and highly acclaimed) cartoonist for over 20 years, appearing in
such venues as Weirdo, Wimmen's Comix, and Drawn & Quarterly magazine. But over the years her status as a working mother has
drastically curtailed her ability to set aside time for her cartooning. Thus each rare new story from her pen has been greeted with hurrahsas
well they should be, because she's one of the most skillful, caustic, and emphatic cartoon storytellers of her generation. This new book
presents the biggest, richest and most delightful collection of Tyler's work to date featuring many new and previously unpublished works.
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Prophecy of Light - Unleashed RJ Crayton 2016-10-14 Kady must learn to unleash the magic trapped inside her if she is to help the mage
Pylum rescue her aunt. As Kady learns her way around the Temple of Light and takes classes to help her understand magic, she makes new
friends like Jasper and learns more about the mysterious mage who helped her in book one: Akilah. Will Kady be able to unleash her power,
and what else might she find when her bonds are broken?
Rest Stop Ron Lemco 2011-10-18 Synopsis Rest Stop is a 250 page realistic novel based on real characters I knew while I served my time in
prison. It is about the convicts I lived with on a daily basis. The book starts off in prison and gives insight of the living conditions. It tells of
the games that are needed in order to survive. It explains the brotherhood that forms between cell mates and the cliques you become part
of, not by choice but out of necessity. Following a fight and a stabbing, the four inmates who are held responsible are being transported from
a minimum security location to the main prison when they escape. The escape convicts come up with a plan to take over a rest-area on
Interstate 15. It was just a few miles from Las Vegas. They figured that the people going to Vegas would have lots of cash on them. Their
plan was to rob them and use the money to get out of the country. It is a long way from Oregon State Penitentiary to Las Vegas. A big part of
the story takes place on the trip to get to the rest stop, with robbery, murder and rape along the way. The driving force behind the story is
the dialog and vivid thought process, not only from the convicts but from the victims. Each chapter gives insight to the mind set and words
of the escaped convicts, along with the Warden, the State Police and the Federal agent who is always just one step behind the inmates. The
novel begins with a thrilling, fast paced opening. It holds the excited pace up to an unforgettably tense conclusion. Each chapter ends in a
poem I wrote while in prison and coincides with the story. The epilogue leaves room for a sequel for a second book. Ron Lemco PO Box 63
Sumner, WA. 98390 253-2284544 rlemco@aol.com
Strings of Faith Terry Stafford 2016-10-04 Is it possible to experience joy made full? This story is one of heroic recovery. Darcy's sights are
firmly set on winning The National Oldtime Fiddle Contest in Weiser, Idaho. She barely gains traction with her quest when tragedy strikes.
Modern Essentials HANDBOOK AromaTools 2018-09-20 The premier introduction to essential oils, and how to safely and effectively use
them.
Distant Thunder Dennis Sharpe 2016-08-23 You can take the dead girl out of the country... Veronica Fischer, small-town bloodsucking
madam, is an orphan or at least she finally feels that way. Jules, the one who made her, is gone and cleaning up after him isn't something she
ever thought she'd have to do. While her hometown seems to be turning against her, she's forced to set off for the bright lights of the big city
with a carload of her dysfunctional supernatural family, hoping not to have to face the Dragon of Chicago. Now she has to rescue a sister she
didn't know she had, keep Rachel-her adopted 8-year-old ghost-safe, and try to keep Pekin from unraveling under the onset of the coming
storm. Sex, violence, and cryptic undead prophecy-all for fun and profit.
The White Vampire J. J. Jones 2014-04-09 When the mysterious Alistair appears from nowhere to rescue cute African American girl Wyn from
being attacked, she is intrigued to find out exactly who this mystery man is. Alistair insists on taking care of her and ensuring her safety
from that moment forwards which deepens her intrigue and also her attraction for this mysterious stranger. Especially as he already knows
her name and EVERYTHING about her.... Wyn has no idea that she is about to embark on a life changing journey full of romance, sex,
mystery, action and adventure. The White Vampire Complete Saga Includes: Desired By The White Vampire The Mystery Of The White
Vampire In Love With The White Vampire Claimed By The White Vampire
Superhuman Eye Contact Patrick King 2015-10-06 Do you struggle to hold eye contact? Does it make you feel unconfident, uncomfortable,
and self-conscious? Or do you just want to appear more charismatic and confident?Then Superhuman Eye Contact has the insightful tips and
innovative exercises you need to become an eye contact expert - overnight.If you are bad at eye contact, people will assume that you are
creepy or untrustworthy. If you are merely average at eye contact, you won't be negative, yet you won't be memorable either. But if you are
SUPERHUMAN at eye contact, you will instantly make an impression and have people clamoring for your attention.All this because of eye
contact? Absolutely.If the amount of eye-related phrases in our vocabulary is any indication, (the eyes are the window to the soul...) yes!
Eyes are what people use as a guide to your overall character. Mastering eye contact is essential to becoming the person you've always
wanted to be.What tips and exercises from years of coaching eye contact will you learn?* The #1 obstacle to strong eye contact and the two
best ways to crush it.* Exactly how and when to break eye contact gracefully.* How to alter your eye contact for meaningful flirting.* What
your eyes should never be doing, though you probably do it daily.* How the direction someone looks in can determine their truthfulness.*
How to adjust your eye contact according to emotional and physical space.Real, actionable advice that can actually affect your life.How will
your daily life improve?* You will project an image of confidence and poise.* You will force others to respect you and your presence.* You
will become more captivating without having to say a word.* Your charisma quotient will skyrocket.* Interactions with the opposite sex will
improve tenfold, guaranteed.* Most importantly you will feel comfortable making eye contact with anyone, stranger or friend... and use it to
make them comfortable with you.Don't hesitate to pick up your copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!
Broken Wings: from Hurt to Hope Nekisha Rolle 2016-12-08 Have you ever experienced brokenness, or perhaps you've encountered
deep hurt, and battled with your self worth?This book will speak to the core of a broken spirit.Broken Wings: From Hurt to HopeThis story
chronicles a journey from a place of hurt to a place of hope and a place of freedom. Through real unfettered words, you will discover that a
broken life can be mended again and pain is only temporary and that real victory comes after you made a decision to not give up on you.
Hope is a Victor's trademark and is the fuel for life. In reading these pages you will gain insight on how to sustain your hope in the most
darkest and challenging times of your life.Will you take this journey with me?
Free Roll Brandt Tobler 2017-05-22 Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily bet hundreds of thousands of dollars working for some
of the largest professional gamblers in Las Vegas? ... How to spend a summer house sitting one of the biggest stars in the world's 11,000
square-foot mansion - without an invitation from it's celebrity owner ... Whether the life of crime - specifically, running a shoplifting ring in a
middle American mall - pays? ... What causes a son to finally say enough is enough ... and decide "Today is the day I am going to kill my dad."
Comedian Brandt Tobler has the answers in this funny, touching and sometimes downright unbelievable memoir of a small town Wyomingkid turned "mall-fia" don, turned nationally touring comic. Brand tells his life story with candor, detailing the many pit stops, wrong turns,
crazy connections and lucky breaks he experienced along the way to his comedy career, all while trying to balance a toxic relationship with
his unreliable jailbird dad. In these pages Brandt will make you laugh (he better - it's his job!) and believe as he does that, when it comes to
defining family, blood isn't always thicker than water. -- back cover.
Choose This Day T. B. Henderson 2017-03-13 As Ruben Wells kneels with a gun pointed at his head all he can do is reflect on the life he
spoiled. What has led him here? Was it his willingness to always try to do the right thing that has him staring at the barrel of a gun? Or was
that he was too much of a people pleaser having a hard time saying no that has led to him begging for his life? Every thing begins and ends
with a choice. The moment a choice is made it only takes a second for a life to change. Ruben made a choice to initiate a relationship with
the alluring Bianca Jones. She makes heads turn and every man's dream. She is beautiful as a gazelle, but as dangerous as a lioness, as she's
unavailable due to being unhappily married with children. Being married doesn't keep her from wanting to pursue Ruben as well as being
pursued by him. Getting involved with Bianca changes Ruben's life in ways he never could have imagined. Choices are a gift constantly given
to everyone. The choices made lead to different paths. We all have to choose this day what we're going to do with our own lives not knowing
what the end result will be. What kind of impact will Ruben's choices have on his life?
Championship Pool David MacNeill 2016-05-04 Let professional billiard instructors David MacNeill and Jonathan MacNeill show you how
to bring your game to a higher level. -Learn advanced shot-making techniques -Learn the aiming system that works best for you -Learn
different breaking techniques for different games -Learn strategies for eight ball, nine ball, straight pool, and one pocket -Learn insider tips
and drills to elevate your skill level -Learn a little-known speed control technique -Learn how to improve your stroke for consistent results Learn how to improve your position play to stay at the table -Learn banking and kicking systems -Learn how to prepare mentally for
competition Over 200 illustrations help you understand more clearly how you can become the player you want to be.
Vampire Knits Genevieve Miller 2010-12-15 Surrender to the allure of knits inspired by the immortals we all love to fear. If you adore
Twilight, True Blood, or The Vampire Diaries, this collection of 28 imaginative and beautiful projects is sure to captivate. • Black capes are
so 1897, instead get stylish with the dead sexy Sidhe Shrug. • Unleash your inner shapeshifter with the Werewolf Hat. • Keep warm while
holding hands with your vampire by wearing these Bellisima Mittens. • Around humans? Use the Blood Bottle Cozies to disguise your
beverage. Whether you are wandering the Carpathian Mountains or the bayous of Louisiana, these smoldering projects—for knitters of all
levels—will keep you well protected, no matter what you attract.
Shades of Sydney Brittney Coon 2016-01-05 Sydney West enjoys sampling summer boys, but this year, one refuses to be a one-night stand...
Twenty-one-year-old Sydney doesn't believe in relationships. Her parents' toxic divorce has taught her love is nothing but a sinister fairytale.
So every summer she parties, hooks up, abandons her lover before dawn, and repeats. That is until she meets gorgeous local surfer Jason
King at the beach... When Jason fails to flirt-or even give her a second glance-she decides something must be wrong with him, and it's safer
to stay away. But when Sydney and Jason's best friends hook up and become Malibu's hottest couple, they are forced to spend more time
together than either of them cares for. Armed with a sharp tongue, Sydney works to keep Jason at bay... In a moment of weakness, Sydney
lets her guard down and confides in Jason, realizing he's more than just a hot guy-he's also a friend. And when Sydney's need for a summer
boy results in her falling into bed with Jason, despite her better judgment, she runs away from him by morning. The problem is, he won't
accept being another one-night stand, and will do anything to prove... Love really does exist.
Dragon Born Ela Lourenco 2015-06-22 Far in the distant reaches of the universe is a world called Azmantium. A planet with lilac skies, jade
green seas and fiery red suns. A planet where everything, from the tides of the sea to life itself, is rooted in magic. Children are assessed at
an early age and trained according to their unique magical talents. Lara, an orphan who has no memory of her true origins, is unaware that
she has a vital role to play in the ancient prophesies that are about to begin coming true. Older than most who are just beginning their
magical training, Lara will soon find out that destiny waits for no one, especially when the fate of the world rests on their shoulders. With the
help of her new friends, Lara will learn that in order to save the future, she must journey into the past - to a time when Dragons ruled the
world! This is the first book in the upcoming Dragon Born series!
Benevolent Devon Trevarrow Flaherty 2013-02 Gaby LeFevre is a suburban, Midwestern firecracker, growing up in the 80s and 90s and
saving the world one homeless person, centenarian, and orphan at a time. With her crew of twin sister, Annie, smitten Mikhail, and frenemy
Mel, she's a pamphlet-wielding humanitarian, tackling a broken world full of heroes and heroines, villains and magical seeds, and Northwyth
stories. Beginning with a roadkill-burying nine-year-old and a gas-leak explosion, it follows Gaby as she traverses childhood and young
adulthood with characteristic intensity and a penchant for disaster. Meanwhile, the large cast of compelling characters entertains and the
Northwyth legends draw you into their magic.
Saline Carl Miller Daniels 2014-11
Unspoken Memories Gabbie S Duran 2014-05-21 She awoke with no memory of who she was, but one clue will lead her to him... Abigail
Adams had it all, she's a gorgeous supermodel, has a wealthy fiance, and a career on the rise. But that quickly changes when she wakes up
in the hospital not remembering anything. The only memories she does have are not her own, but of a total stranger. When Abigail discovers
that her fiance has been cheating on her, she leaves him and runs to the arms of the one man she is hoping will give her the answers she
seeks. Matt Garcia is used to playing the field, keeping his heart guarded, but then Abigail Adams unexpectedly shows up at his door hoping
he will be the answer she is looking for. Will he finally learn to take a break from his no strings attached lifestyle and show her that she
doesn't need her past, but the future he is willing to offer her? With every unspoken memory she regains, will she learn to open up her heart
to a total stranger, or will she keep it guarded like he does? New Adult Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language and sexual content,
not intended for readers under the age of 18.
One Distant Summer Serena Clarke 2017-01-15 One summer can change everything. Jacinda Prescott spent one life-changing summer in
Sweet Breeze Bay, New Zealand, and left disaster in her wake. Since then, she's thrown herself into her music career, and her life in LA. But
when the price of fame threatens to become more than she's willing to pay, the distant bay calls her back. Liam Ward walked away from
everything he knew after the death of his talented brother, the guy Jacinda loved and lost. When he finally returns to the bay, looking for
closure, she's the last person he expects to find-and the last woman he should fall for. Stuck as neighbors for the summer, their off-limits
attraction is hotter than the South Pacific sun. But the secret that ties them together is the one thing that could destroy her career, and
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break their hearts all over again...if they let it.
Megaballs Erin Noelle 2016-10-23 I've got 99 problems but money ain't one. Though a sister with cotton candy for brains, a spatula-wielding
six-year-old niece with a British accent, and the mysterious businessman who left me that damn ticket are all currently vying for the top
spot. When I became the sole winner of a $270 million Megaball jackpot, thanks to a sexy stranger who left a lottery ticket instead of paying

a-shade-of-vampire-48-a-tip-of-balance

for his meal, my entire world flipped upside-down. Now, with money-sucking vultures, douchebags by the dozens, and a horde of total hotties
just waiting to get their mangy paws on my newfound fortune, I set out to locate the man who gifted me the winning ticket--to properly thank
him. However, when I finally find the cocky, self-absorbed business tycoon, Teague Goodman, I'm not sure whether I want to slap him... or
ring his MEGABALLS.
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